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You Hold Campus Leftists Accountable
LI’s Normandy Coalition makes abusive liberals pay

Masked leftist Antifa thugs
engage in violence to extinguish
conservative thought at UCBerkeley. Leadership Institute
campus correspondent Troy
Worden appeared on Fox News
to reveal an Antifa agitator’s
frivolous lawsuit against him.
Troy won an $11,000 judgment.

Your support of the Leadership Institute
has created 1,976 active college student
groups, a coalition of 31 national conservative
organizations, and national media impact
through our CampusReform.org watchdog
website. With your help, your Leadership
Institute (LI) has pushed forward to stand up
to campus leftists and hold them to account.
LI’s “Normandy Coalition” launched
only last year. It’s a massive offensive to
liberate America’s college campuses, protect
conservative students under siege, and deal
major damage to Antifa and other violent
leftist bullies. Yet already the alliance has
recorded numerous successes, some of which
you’ll read about in this issue of Building
Leadership.
Inspired by Allied forces’ successful efforts
to free Europe from tyranny, our Normandy
Coalition features a bold, historic plan to
defeat the modern brand of tyranny that has
seized so much of America’s higher-education
system.

STEP ONE: Increase Greatly the
Number of Conservative Public
Programs on Campus
The plan’s first step ramps up conservative

students’ activism dramatically. Working
with LI’s record number of active, localcampus student groups, our Normandy
Coalition brings big-name conservative
speakers to their schools to challenge the
dominant left.
Through training and planning, LI and
partner organizations work together to
help conservative students run high-profile
programs, stop protesters from disrupting
their events, and document the shameful
behavior of those who promote violence.

STEP TWO: Collect Evidence
of Suppression, Abuse, and
Illegal Acts by Leftists
The second step documents the angry,
violent actions of the leftist thugs who
wield such power on campus today. When
these radicals respond to conservative
speeches with intolerance and violence,
our trained students record them on video
with their cell phones.
When published on the LI’s
CampusReform.org, the most heinous of
the accounts spread like wildfire across
national media. The more LI’s Normandy
Coalition exposes the left’s indefensible
actions, the more public pressure builds on

universities and on government authorities
to protect conservative students and their
free speech rights.

STEP THREE: Hold Leftist
Thugs Accountable for Their
Actions
The Normandy Coalition also makes
leftist thugs pay — literally pay, with
monetary judgements — for their attacks on
freedom. The legal defense organizations
in our Normandy Coalition file civil suits
against leftists who attack conservatives and
suppress free speech.
The more Americans see the true face
of the radical left, the less they tolerate it.
The more young people hear our message
of freedom, opportunity, and prosperity,
the more they join the conservative cause.
That’s the impact you have through your
Leadership Institute! Please look inside to
see more on how you help conservatives win.
Thank you!
Cordially,

Morton C. Blackwell
President, Leadership Institute
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CAMPUS LEFTISTS MADE TO FEEL THE HEAT
In 2017, the Leadership Institute organized
the Normandy Coalition to help students
go on the offensive in the fight for free
speech on college campuses. Since then, the
31 liberty-driven and conservative groups
who provide assistance and resources to
students through the Normandy Coalition have
forced 16 policy changes at 15 colleges in
10 states. Results to date include:
• 2,341 speaker programs hosted by
conservative students
• 1,513 conservative and liberty-minded
speakers hosted on college campuses
• Normandy Coalition-related programs
held at 422 campuses in all 50 states
• The arrest of 15 thuggish anti-free
speech agitators at 10 colleges in
7 states
• The termination or suspension of
five college or university faculty
and staff members
• Eleven lawsuits filed to protect the
freedom of speech for conservative
students

MICHIGAN

CONNECTICUT

Action: At Grand Valley State
University in Michigan, Turning Point
USA students were stopped by
administrators and asked to leave
campus while hosting a free speech
event outside of the “campus free
speech zone,” which comprised a
miniscule 0.02% of campus. The
students refused to leave and were
threatened with arrest if they stayed.

Action: Yale Political Union hosted
Mayor of Jerusalem Nir Barkat. LI
provided the group with a step-by-step
speaker kit and monetary grant for
the event. Mayor Barkat spoke about
the cultural, political, and religious
importance of modern Jerusalem.

Reaction: LI staff connected the
students with Alliance Defending
Freedom (ADF) who sued the
school. As a result, the school
eliminated their free speech
zone policies and paid a $11,000
settlement to the students.

Reaction: About 275 students
attended and learned about U.S. and
Israel relations.

Students sue university’s
restrictive free speech
zone rules
Yale hosts Jerusalem mayor,
Nir Barkat

I’ve included only a handful of the
successes your support has achieved in
these early days of the Normandy Coalition,
and I will share more news with you in the
weeks and months ahead. Thank you for your
continued support of this historic effort to
retake America’s campuses.

CALIFORNIA
Action: Yvette Felarca, a local Berkeley teacher and “Antifa” member,
attempted to file a phony restraining order to slander Troy Worden and
stifle his freedom of speech. A conservative UC-Berkeley student and LI
CampusReform.org correspondent, Troy fought back.
Reaction: Troy won a lawsuit against Felarca and $11,000 in attorneys’
fees. “The award of attorney fees should send a strong signal that Felarca
cannot abuse the court system to silence speech,” said Mark Meuser,
attorney for Troy Worden.

NEBRASKA
Action: Three leftist teaching
assistants at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
including lecturer Courtney Lawton, tried to stop
Katie Mullen, the student president of a conservative
group, from recruiting new members. With a gesture from
her middle finger, Lawton shrieked profanities and called the
conservative students “neo-fascists” and “Nazis.”
Reaction: Campus Reform published the video
of the incident taken on the student’s phone. The
public outrage caused college administrators to
fire all three teaching assistants. The university also
approved a policy to reaffirm students’ free speech
rights on campus.

LI-trained student Troy Worden successfully sues Antifa leader
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Vicious lecturer Courtney Lawton
gestures at a conservative student.
The University of Nebraska fired her.

Normandy Coalition Scores Victories for Conservative Students
WISCONSIN

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Action: The liberal student government denied official recognition of
the Turning Point USA chapter at
the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point (UWSP). The government
said the campus felt “targeted” by
their conservative views and called
the conservatives “racist.”

Action: By hampering the ability for conservatives
to speak on campus, the University of California –
Berkeley frequently demonstrates institutional bias
against conservative students.

Reaction: LI’s Campus Reform
reported on the incident, creating
media pressure. As a result,
State Sen. Patrick Testin, a former
student senator at UWSP, released
a statement blasting the student
government’s decision. Under
pressure from the media attention,
the administration overruled the
student government’s decision and
officially recognized Turning Point
USA as a student group.

University administration
withers under media
spotlight; officially recognizes
conservative group.

Reaction: The U.S. Department of Justice wrote
a letter of support to conservative student groups
suing the university, saying:
“The problem is not limited to a few colleges
barring radical speakers to avoid a riot. Universities
large and small, public and private, are restricting
students’ and professors’ speech or enabling others
to silence speech with which they disagree.”

KENTUCKY

Government finally stands up for conservative students.
(Above: On Fox News’ America’s Newsroom, Campus
Reform’s Cabot Phillips discusses UC-Berkeley’s
institutional bias against conservative students.)

Action: Northern Right to Life at Northern Kentucky University created a
Cemetery of the Innocents on campus. After setting up over 100 crosses,
the LI-trained students placed a hidden camera nearby. The next morning
the group found dozens of crosses knocked over and discovered that
							
their sign, which read “Each Cross
							
Represents 10 Babies That Die By
							
Abortion Every Day,” had been stolen.
Reaction: After reviewing the photos
from the hidden camera, the student
group filed a police report and included
their photo evidence. Later that
week, a Northern Kentucky University
student was identified and charged with
misdemeanor theft and criminal mischief.

Pro-life display vandalized and
property stolen; charges filed

WEST VIRGINIA
Action: The Turning Point USA chapter at West Virginia
University hosted rape survivor Kimberly Corban to
speak about supporting campus carry of firearms.
Reaction: LI provided a speaker kit and grant for
the event and trained the student leader at LI’s Chicago
Student Activism Conference. The event attracted
more than 400 people in attendance.

An LI sponsored campus-carry speaker event with
Kimberly Corban (left) attracted more than 400 people

ILLINOIS
Action: In September 2017, a campus police officer at Southern
Illinois University, Edwardsville told conservative students they could
not hold a “free speech beach ball” event on campus, claiming the
conservatives “scared” students and didn’t have a required permit –
even though it’s a public university.
Reaction: Campus Reform’s reporting
brought public pressure. The university
agreed to pay $10,000 to settle a
First Amendment lawsuit filed by the
school’s College Republicans chapter,
with help from Alliance Defending
Freedom (ADF), which challenged the
constitutionality of the school’s anti-free
speech policy in October 2017.

University forced to
pay $10k to settle free
speech lawsuit

TEXAS
Action: Austin Community College (ACC) professor Rob Ranco posted a vulgar message against U.S. Secretary of
Education Betsy DeVos on the social media website Twitter: “...I’d be ok if Betsy DeVos was sexually assaulted.”
Reaction: Under intense public pressure due to Campus Reform’s reporting, the college stated, “The comment he
posted on his personal social media page does not represent ACC’s vision, mission, or values. The college never
condones sexual assault under any circumstance.” Professor Ranco resigned from the college as well as the law firm
where he worked.
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Leadership Institute Speakers
in Demand at CPAC

During a panel on the CPAC main stage, the Leadership Institute’s Deputy Director of Digital Training, Stephen Rowe (second from
right), explained how students can stand up effectively and fight for free speech on college campuses.

Hosted by the American
Conservative Union, the annual
Conservative Political Action
Conference (CPAC) brings together
conservative activists from all over
the country to hear notable leaders,
network with fellow conservatives,
connect with organizations, and discuss
how to advance the movement.
Every year, the Leadership Institute
conducts a wide range of career
and activism workshops at CPAC to
launch young men and women into
conservative activism.
“CPAC yields a perfect opportunity
to identify many high-potential
activists in one place and equip them
for action,” said Ben Woodward,
Programs Coordinator for LI’s Career
Services. “Not only did the Leadership
Institute train them – LI gave career
guidance and introduced these young
conservatives to employers to put their
newly-acquired skills to use.”
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House Freedom Caucus leaders Congressman Jim Jordan (R-OH) and Congressman Mark
Meadows (R-NC) discussed the conservative legislative agenda in Congress at CPAC. Both LI
graduates, the congressmen praise the Institute for helping them advance conservative principles.

LI’s CPAC Impact
ACTIVISM BOOTCAMP
More than 245 attendees learned how to fight back
against liberals in their communities and on campus.

CAMPUS REFORM BOOTH
LI staff landed 29 media interviews at CPAC 2018
and conducted “screen tests” for aspiring broadcast
journalists. LI’s Campus Reform booth staff signed up
113 students for on-camera screen tests to help them
launch their conservative media careers. Half a dozen
potential new Campus Reform campus correspondents
emerged from this contest and proved their speaking
skills in on-camera interviews.

JOB AND INTERN FAIR

David Blair, LI Youth Leadership School Director and 2016
Youth for Trump National Director, spoke at CPAC about how to
effectively use Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

At CPAC, 258 attendees worked to advance their
careers in conservative politics. At the CPAC Job and
Internship Fair organized by LI, they interacted with 29
well-known conservative movement employers hiring
to fill crucial jobs and career-building internships.

ONE-ON-ONE CAREER
COUNSELING and HEADSHOTS
Overall, 197 career-minded conservatives met with LI
experts to craft standout resumes and career plans to
fight for conservative principles. They also received
professionally photographed headshots.

David Blair (left) and members of the Leadership Institute team
celebrate another successful CPAC.

LI’s Campus Reform media director and frequent Fox
News guest Cabot Phillips chats with a CPAC attendee.
Cabot addressed the CPAC audience in a session titled
“Hold Free Speech Censors Accountable on Campus.”

Our new Campus Reform editor-in-chief and frequent guest on Fox News
Lawrence Jones (right) spoke at a session called “How to Make National News
as a Citizen Journalist.”

LI campus staffer Kelsey Mix conducts a career
consultation with a jobseeker. LI’s career counseling
helps young conservatives polish their resumes and
cover letters and prepares them for interviews.

“The Leadership Institute’s mission is to identify, recruit, train, and place
conservatives where they will advance the movement. LI’s team achieved
this for many students in the space of a few days at CPAC. ”

Ben Woodward, LI Programs Coordinator
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Has the stock market been good to you?

Don’t let the IRS cash in.
Friend,
You may be one of the many Americans
who have benefited from the multiyear bull market through tremendously
appreciated stocks. But if you sell your
stock, you will owe taxes on it. A lot of
taxes.
There’s a better way. Donate your
appreciated stock to the Leadership
Institute to provide conservative students,
activists, and leaders with the training to
defeat the left and advance the conservative
ideas that make stock gains possible — and
every freedom you and I cherish.

You win. The Leadership
Institute wins. The IRS loses.
A gift of appreciated stock to the
Leadership Institute is a wonderful
way to limit the taxes you will owe
the IRS while contributing to a
mission you believe in.
When you give appreciated
stock to the Leadership Institute, a
501(c)(3) charity with the same tax
status as the American Red Cross
or Salvation Army, you benefit And
because you receive a substantial
tax deduction. The Leadership
Institute benefits because your
donation trains more conservatives.
And because you pay no taxes on
the gains, the IRS loses.
Leadership Institute donor
Charles Henderson of Colorado agrees.
“Getting to donate my capital gains
to the Leadership Institute is one of the
few government regulations I appreciate.
Instead of funding things I’m morally
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opposed to, I get to decide where my tax
money goes,” said Charles.

How much money do you actually
keep from the government?
While gifts of cash and stock both
provide you with a tax deduction, a gift of
appreciated stock provides you with both
a tax deduction and the avoidance of all
capital gains taxes. For example, if you
bought 100 shares of Apple stock in 2008
for $2,000, it would now be worth $16,600.
Giving the stock directly to the Leadership
Institute instead of selling it and donating
the cash looks like this:

Comparison of Donating
Shares vs. Cash
Donate
100 shares
of Apple
stock

Sell stock
and
donate
cash

Donation to LI

$16,600

$16,600

Charitable deduction (24%)

-$3,984

-$3,984

$0

$2,920

$12,616

$15,536

Capital gains tax (20%)
Total cost to you:

Both options result in exactly the
same support to the Leadership Institute,
but giving the stock directly is far less
expensive for you.
Here’s another advantage — if you
donate appreciated stock directly to the

Leadership Institute, you will avoid all
capital gains taxes even if you don’t itemize.
A charitable deduction for the value of a
stock you sell is limited to 30% of your
adjusted gross income and is available only
if you itemize.
If you’d like to take power away from the
IRS and avoid paying capital gains taxes on
your appreciated stock, please don’t hesitate
to call me, donor relations officer Cheyenne
Plott, at (703) 647-3206. I’m here for any
questions you may have. Thank you!
Best,
Cheyenne Plott
Donor Relations Officer

What do I do?
Transfer your stock
electronically into the
Leadership Institute’s
account. It’s the easiest way
to make such a donation.

Here’s how:
Instruct your broker to
transfer the stock to the
Leadership Institute’s
account at Merrill Lynch —
account number 86Q-04048.
Merrill Lynch’s DTC number
is 8862.
The Leadership Institute’s
tax ID is: 51-0235174

Donors Don and Grace Boulton
invest in LI as the best
hope for America’s future.

Don and Grace Boulton

Conservative Activist Heroes
When Don and Grace Boulton began
dating at Oklahoma University in 1948,
only one thing impeded their relationship
– Don was a registered Democrat.
After completing two years at Vassar
College on a scholarship, Grace began her
chemistry degree at Oklahoma University
(OU) where she met business major and
veteran, Don Boulton. As their romance
progressed, Grace (an active member of
the OU College Republicans club) quickly
made sure Don changed his political
affiliation. The two were married in
August 1948, and their mission to promote
conservatism would continue for decades
to come.

A heritage of conservative
activism
Politics was in Grace’s blood from the
start. Grace’s uncle, John W. Harreld,
became the first Republican Senator
from Oklahoma. Grace’s father, William
Tecumseh Ward, served as secretary to her
Uncle John. “William was a rock-ribbed
conservative who began every family meal
with recriminations against Franklin D.
Roosevelt,” Don states.
Growing up with a family devoted
to promoting conservative principles

helped Grace understand the world of
politics through a different lens than
most children. Grace grew her passion
for conservative politics and became the
Republican National Committeewoman for
Oklahoma in 1972.
“It was when I was a National
Committeewoman that I met Morton
Blackwell,” Grace says. “I liked what he
was doing to train young people about
conservative values – and to win!”
The Boultons have been a part of the
Leadership Institute family ever since
Morton started LI in 1979.

Twenty years of support
Over the last 20 years, Don and
Grace have not only attended some of
the Institute’s trainings, they have also
generously donated financially to the
Leadership Institute. They enjoy knowing
their support helps conservative students
on college campuses, as well as trains
candidates, campaign managers, and
volunteers in current elections.

A legacy gift: putting LI in
their will
To increase their impact, Don and
Grace decided to include the Institute

in their estate plans, paving the path for
new generations to become more effective
leaders in the political process. The
Boultons see the Institute’s dedication to
identify and train conservatives as the best
hope for America’s future.

To increase their impact,
Don and Grace decided to
include the Institute in their
estate plans, paving the path
for new generations to become
more effective leaders in the
political process.
They know the Leadership Institute’s
impact for conservatism. Don and Grace
have no doubt that their generous support
of the Leadership Institute will fulfill
their wish to see principled conservatives
continue to succeed in America. Because
of dedicated donors like Don and Grace
– and all those LI donors who value
conservative principles – the Leadership
Institute will accomplish that and more.
— By Bethany Rolando
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LI training will help turn back the “blue wave”
Liberal media keep promising that a liberal “blue wave” is about
to roll across the country, sweep back into power, and undo all
the positive reforms that President Trump and conservatives have
accomplished. Thanks to donors like you, LI will do everything in its
power to ensure that doesn’t happen.
Your Institute will provide more of the crucial training that
conservative candidates and fighters must have to defeat the left in
2018. The Leadership’s Institute’s 47 unique types of training programs
provide opportunities for aspiring candidates to learn how to win –
and for current conservative leaders to improve their skills on camera
and on the campaign trail. When they’re locked in neck-and-neck
races, every advantage helps.
In LI’s Future Candidate School and Campaign Management
School, LI brings in successful candidates, top-notch teachers, and
campaign strategy experts who reveal their nuts-and-bolts know-how
for election victory. Not just the candidates benefit. Their campaign
teams do, too. A well-trained campaign staff can make the difference
between victory and defeat for candidates of their choice.
LI’s new, intensive Campaign Academy delivers training
programs to hotly-contested areas of the country. Bringing the best of
LI’s campaign training to targeted local communities, LI’s Campaign
Academies help citizens turn their conservative principles into action.

Right now, 33 Leadership Institute graduates serve as U.S. Senate
and House members. Another 444 serve as legislators in all 50 states.
Hundreds more national and state legislators have LI grads serving on
their campaign and office staffs.
Each candidate, campaign staffer, volunteer, and student LI trains
this year could make the difference between a conservative triumph or
a bitter defeat. It really can be that close. Thank you for helping to
provide for conservative students, activists, and leaders the training
to defeat the left. They advance the ideas you hold dear. It’s all thanks
to you as a Leadership Institute donor.

“I don’t know of a single organization
that trains more effective leaders
on Capitol Hill than the Leadership
Institute. And I say that because I am
a personal beneficiary of the
Leadership Institute’s fine training.”
CONGRESSMAN MARK MEADOWS
Chairman, House Freedom Caucus

Would you like to sit in on a training and meet the conservatives you help?
Call (703) 247-2000 to schedule your personal tour today.

www.LeadershipInstitute.org
(703) 247-2000
Morton C. Blackwell, President
Steven P.J. Wood Building
1101 North Highland Street
Arlington, VA 22201
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